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The Human Aura  
 

Now I would like to share with you a rare and most wonderful book in 
our library that, as far as we know, is not available anymore, the Human 
Aura, by Swami Pachadasi, first published in 1912 by the Yoga 
Publication Society. It is but one of many books written in the first half 
of this century by Indian rishi's spiritually endowed clairvoyants and 
clairaudients who came to America to share their wisdom. One would 
come and depart and then another. They taught pranayama, 
demonstrated levitation (Yogi Harirama was noted for this), spoke of 
astral travel, discussed the chakras and appeared in the dreams of their 
newly found devotees. These highly-trained Hindu missionaries from 
the spiritual land of Bharat charmed American seekers with unheard of 
insights. Swami Panchadasi's contribution to the West, nearly a century 
ago, helped lay the foundation of modern metaphysics and furthered 
the ongoing Hindu renaissance. Swami Panchadasi saw the same 
colours in the human aura that I have seen but explained it so much 
better.  

Satguru Sivaya Subramuniyaswami  
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What is the Human Aura? 
 

The above question is frequently asked the student of occultism by someone who has 
heard the term but who is unfamiliar with its meaning. Simple as the question may seem, 
it is by no means easy to answer it plainly and clearly in a few words unless the hearer 
already has a general acquaintance with the subject of occult science. Let us commence at 
the beginning and consider the question from the point of view of the person who has just 
heard the term for the first time.  

The dictionaries define the word aura as: "Any subtle, invisible emanation or exhalation." 
The English authorities, as a rule, attribute the origin of the word to a Latin term meaning 
"air," but the Hindu authorities insist that it had its origin in the Sanskrit root at, meaning 
the spoke of a wheel, the significance being perceived when we remember the fact that the 
human aura radiates from the body of the individual in a manner similar to the radiation 
of the spokes of a wheel from the hub thereof. The Sanskrit origin of the term is the one 
preferred by occultists, although it will be seen that the idea of an aerial emanation, 
indicated by the Latin root, is not foreign to the real significance of the term.  

Be the real origin of the term what it may, the idea of the human aura is one upon which 
all occultists are in full agreement and harmony, and the mention of which is found in all 
works upon the general subject of occultism. So we shall begin by a consideration of the 
main conception thereof, as held by all advanced occultists, ancient and modern, omitting 
little points of theoretical variance between the different schools.  

Briefly, then, the human aura may be described as a fine, ethereal radiation or emanation 
surrounding each and every living human being. It extends from two to three feet, in all 
directions, from the body. It assumes an oval shape (a great egg) shaped nebula 
surrounding the body on all sides for a distance of two or three feet. This aura is 
sometimes referred to, in ordinary terms, as the "psychic atmosphere" of a person, or as 
his "magnetic atmosphere."  

This atmosphere or aura is apparent to a large percentage of persons in the sense of the 
psychic awareness generally called "feeling," though the term is not a clear one. The 
majority of persons are more or less aware of that subtle something about the personality 
of others which can be sensed or felt in a clear though unusual way when the other 
persons are near by, even though they may be out of the range of the vision. Being outside 
of the ordinary range of the five senses, we are apt to feel that there is something queer or 
uncanny about these feelings of projected personality. But every person, deep in his heart, 
knows them to be realities and admits their effect upon his impressions regarding the 
persons from whom they emanate. Even small children, infants even, perceive this 
influence and respond to it in the matter of likes and dislikes.  

But human testimony regarding the existence and character of the human aura does not 
stop with the reports of the psychic senses to which we have just referred. There are many 
individuals of the race (a far greater percentage than is generally imagined) who have the 
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gift of psychic sight more or less developed. Many persons have quite a well-developed 
power of this kind, who do not mention it to their acquaintances for fear of ridicule, or of 
being thought "queer." In addition to these persons, there are here and there to be found 
well-developed, clear-sighted or truly clairvoyant persons whose powers of psychic 
perception are as highly developed as are the ordinary senses of the average individual. 
And the reports of these persons, far apart in time and space though they may be, have 
always agreed on the main points of psychic phenomena, particularly in regards to the 
human aura.  

To the highly developed clairvoyant vision, every human being is seen as surrounded by 
the egg-shaped aura of two or three feet in depth, more dense and thick in the portion 
nearest the body, and then gradually becoming more tenuous, thin and indistinct as the 
distance from the body is increased. By the psychic perception, the aura is seen as a 
luminous cloud (a phosphorescent flame) deep and dense around the center and then 
gradually shading into indistinctness toward the edges. As a matter of fact, as all 
developed occultists know, the aura really extends very much farther than even the best 
clairvoyant vision can perceive it, and its psychic influence is perceptible at quite a 
distance in many cases. In this respect it is like any flame on the physical plane - it 
gradually fades into indistinctness, its rays persisting far beyond the reach of the vision, as 
may be proved by means of chemical apparatus, etc.  

To the highly developed clairvoyant vision, the human aura is seen to be composed of all 
the colours of the spectrum, the combinations of colours differing in various persons, and 
constantly shifting in the case of every person. These colours reflect the mental 
(particularly the emotional) states of the person in whose aura they are manifested. Each 
mental state has its own particular combination formed from the few elementary colours 
which represent the elementary mental conditions. As the mind is ever shifting and 
changing its states, it follows that there will ever be a corresponding series of shifting 
changes in the colours of the human aura.  

The shades and colours of the aura present an ever changing kaleidoscopic spectacle of 
wonderful beauty and most interesting character. The trained occultist is able to read the 
character of any person, as well as the nature of his passing thoughts and feelings, by 
simply studying the shifting colours of his aura. To the developed occultist, the mind and 
character become as an open book, to be studied carefully and intelligently.  

Even the student of occultism who has not been able to develop the clairvoyant vision to 
such a high degree is soon able to develop the sense of psychic perception whereby he is 
able to at least "feel" the vibrations of the aura, though he may not see the colours, and 
thus be able to interpret the mental states which have caused them. The principle is, of 
course, the same, as the colours are but the outward appearance of the vibrations 
themselves, just as the ordinary colours on the physical plane are merely the outward 
manifestation of vibration of matter.  

But it must not be supposed that the human aura is always perceived in the appearance of 
a luminous cloud of ever-changing colour. When we say that such is its characteristic 
appearance, we mean it in the same sense that we describe the ocean as a calm, deep body 
of greenish waters. We know, however, that at times the ocean presents no such 
appearance, but instead is seen as rising in great mountainous waves, white capped and 
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threatening the tiny vessels of men with its power. Or again we may define the word flame 
in the sense of a steady bright stream of burning gas, whereas we know only too well that 
the word also indicates the great hot tongues of fiery force that stream out from the 
windows of a burning building and lick to destruction all with which it comes in contact.  

So it is with the human aura. At times it may be seen as a beautiful, calm, luminous 
atmosphere, presenting the appearance of a great opal under the rays of the sun. Again, it 
blazes like the flames of a great furnace, shooting forth great tongues of fire in this 
direction and that, rising and falling in great waves of emotional excitement or passion, or 
perhaps whirling like a great fiery maelstrom toward its center, or swirling in an outward 
movement away from its center. Again, it may be seen as projecting from its depths 
smaller bodies or centers of mental vibration, which like sparks from a furnace detach 
themselves from the parent flame and travel far away in other directions. These are the 
projected thought forms of which all occultists are fond of speaking and which make plain 
many strange psychic occurrences.  

So, it will be seen, the human aura is a very important and interesting phase of the 
personality of every individual. The psychic phase of man is as much the man himself as is 
the physical phase - the complete man being made up of the two phases. Man invisible is 
as much the real man as is man visible. As the finer forms of nature are always the most 
powerful, so is the psychic man more potent than the physical man.  

In this book, I speak of the human aura and its colours as being perceived by astral or 
clairvoyant vision, for this is the way in which it is perceived and studied by the occultist. 
The occult teaching is that, in the evolution of the race, this astral vision will eventually 
become the common property of every human being - it so exists even now, and needs 
only development to perfect it.  

But modern physical science is today (1911) offering corroborative proof (though the same 
is not needed by the occultist who has the astral vision) to the general public, of the 
existence of the human aura. In Europe especially, a number of scientists have written on 
the subject of the aura, and have described the result of the experiments in which the aura 
has been perceived, and even photographed, by means of fluorescent screens, such as are 
used in taking X-ray photographs, etc. Leading authorities in England, France, and still 
more recently, in Germany, have reported the discovery (!) of a nebulous, hazy, 
radioactive energy or substance around the body of human beings. In short, they now 
claim that every human being is radioactive, and that the auric radiation may be registered 
and perceived by means of a screen composed of certain fluorescent material interposed 
between the eye of the observer and the person observed.  

This aura, so discovered (!) by the scientists, is called by them the "human atmosphere" 
and is classified by them as similar to the radiations of other radioactive substances, 
radium, for instance. They have failed to discover colour in this atmosphere, however, and 
know nothing, apparently, of the relation between auric colours and mental and emotional 
states, which are so familiar to every advanced occultist. I mention this fact merely as a 
matter of general interest and information to the student, and not as indicating, even in the 
slightest degree, any idea on my part that the old occult teaching and the observed 
phenomena accompanying the same regarding the human aura require any proof or 
backing up on the part of material scientists. On the contrary, I feel that material science 
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should feel flattered by the backing up by occult science of the new discovery (!) of the 
"human atmosphere." A little later on, material science may also discover (!) the auric 
colours and announce the same to the wondering world as a new truth.  
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back of the proverbial duck. It is well to carry the mental image of your head being 
surrounded by a golden aura or halo at such times - this will be found especially 
efficacious as a protective helmet when you are assaulted by the intellect or arguments of 
others.  

And, again, there is a third form of protective aura, namely protection of one's emotional 
nature - and this is highly important when one remembers how frequently we are moved 
to action by our emotions, rather than by our intellect or reason. To guard one's emotions 
is to guard one's very inmost soul, so to speak. If we can protect our feeling and emotional 
side, we will be able to use our reasoning powers and intellect far more effectively, as all 
know by experience.  

What colour should we use in this form of auric protection? Can anyone be in doubt here 
if he has read the preceding chapters? What is the emotional protective colour? - why, 
blue, of course. Blue controls this part of the mind or soul, and by raising ourselves into 
the vibrations of positive blue, we leave behind us the lower emotions and feelings and are 
transported into the higher realms of the soul where these low vibrations and influences 
cannot follow us. In the same way, the blue coloured aura will act as an armor to protect 
us from the contagion of the low passions and feelings of others.  

If you are subjected to evil influences or contagion of those harbouring low emotions and 
desires, you will do well to acquire the art of flooding your aura with the positive blue 
tints. Make a study of bright, clear blues, and you will instinctively select the one best 
suited for your needs. Nature gives us this instinctive knowledge, if we will but seek for it, 
and then apply it when found. The aura of great moral teachers, great priests and 
preachers, advanced occultists, in fact all men of lofty ideals working among those lower 
on the moral scale, are always found to be charged with a beautiful, clear blue which acts 
as a protection to them when they are unduly exposed to moral or emotional contagion. 
Ignorance of the occult laws has caused the downfall of many a great moral teacher, who 
could have protected himself in this way, in times of strong attack of low vibrations, had 
he but known the truth. The individual who knows this law, and who applies it, is 
rendered absolutely immune from evil contagion on the emotional plane of being.  

 

The great auric circle  

But no occult instruction on this subject would be complete without a reference to the 
great auric circle of protection, which is a shelter to the soul, mind and body against 
outside psychic influences directed consciously or unconsciously against the individual. In 
these days of widespread though imperfect knowledge of psychic phenomena, it is 
especially important that one should be informed as to this great shield of protection. 
Omitting all reference to the philosophy underlying it, it may be said that this auric circle 
is formed by making the mental image, accompanied by the demand of will, of the aura 
being surrounded by a great band of pure clear white light. A little perseverance will 
enable you to create this on the astral plane, and though (unless you have the astral vision) 
you cannot see it actually, yet you will actually feel its protective presence so that you will 
know that it is there guarding you.  
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This white auric circle will be an effective and infallible armour against all forms of 
psychic attack or influence, no matter from whom it may emanate, or whether directed 
consciously or unconsciously. It is a perfect and absolute protection, and the knowledge of 
its protective power should be sufficient to drive fear from the heart of all who have 
dreaded psychic influence, "malicious animal magnetism" (so-called), or anything else of 
the kind, by whatever name known. It is also a protection against psychic vampirism, or 
draining of magnetic strength.  

The auric circle is, of course, really egg-shaped, or oval, for it fringes the aura as the shell 
cases the egg. See yourself, mentally, as surrounded by this great white auric circle of 
protection, and let the idea sink into your consciousness. Realize its power over the 
influences from outside, and rejoice in the immunity it gives you.  

The auric circle, however, will admit any outside impressions that you really desire to 
come to you, while shutting out the others. That is, with this exception, that if your inner 
soul recognizes that some of these desired influences and impressions are apt to harm you 
(though your reason and feeling know it not) then will such impressions be denied 
admittance. For the white light is the radiation of spirit, which is higher than ordinary 
mind, emotion or body and is master of all. And its power, even though we can but 
imperfectly represent it even mentally, is such that before its energy, and in its presence, in 
the aura, all lower vibrations are neutralized and disintegrated.  

The highest and deepest occult teaching is that the white light must never be used for 
purpose of attack or personal gain, but that it may properly be used by anyone, at any 
time, to protect against outside psychic influences against which the soul protests. It is the 
armour of the soul, and may well be employed whenever or wherever the need arises.  

Throughout the pages of this little book have been scattered crumbs of teaching other than 
those concerning the aura alone. Those for whom these are intended will recognize and 
appropriate them--the others will not see them, and will pass them by. One attracts his 
own to him. Much seed must fall on waste places in order that here and there a grain will 
find lodgment in rich soil awaiting its coming. True occult knowledge is practical power 
and strength. Beware of prostituting the higher teachings for selfish ends and ignoble 
purposes. To guard and preserve your own will is right; to seek to impose your will upon 
that of another is wrong. Passive resistance is often the strongest form of resistance - this is 
quite different from nonresistance. 
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